September 20: Dialogue on Faith & Racism
Facilitated by: Rev. Dr. Barbara Wilson
Participants will begin to consider the ways in which our Christian faith as Presbyterians informs our understanding of our Calling as the Church in relationship to systemic racism.

September 27: Why Is It So Difficult to Talk About Racism? & Racism 101
Explore and discuss the reasons behind our reluctance to engage in fruitful dialogue about race and racism. Provide opportunities to dispel common misconceptions about racism and our responsibilities as Christians. Participants will expand and build upon their understand of race and racism by defining the various facets of these terms.
How we are wrapped into our history even if we do not mean to be and are shaped by it.

October 11: A History of Racism from 1954 – present
Examine how social movements, along with landmark cases have changed how people of color interacted with U.S. laws and policies and the ways racism was manifested from these.

October 18th: White Privilege
Define White Privilege; unmask manifestations of white privilege in our everyday lives; discuss impact of white privilege on people of color. Do Segregated Churches imply Racism? Consider which is the call for the body of Christ – segregated worship or fully integrated worship

Please visit the chcpc.org/adult-groups for additional class information!